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New York City Scrip of the War of 1812 Period
By Howard Baron

Actual notes on heavy cardboard

Some years ago, quite by accident, I added to my
library the 1863 edition of Valentine's Manual of New
York. This publication, which had no numismatic in-
formation at all, was devoted to the vital statistics of the
city. These included lists of aldermen, fire chiefs and
similar local data. There also were colored views of
various areas of New York.

Much to my pleasure upon opening the book at home,
I found inserted and bound-in a complete sheet of what
seemed to be scrip issued by the City in odd denomina-
tions during 1814 and 1815. Both obverse and reverse
were shown on notes of 4c, 6c, 9c, and 12 119c and the
obverse only of the lc note. These were printed on one
sheet of thin paper and bound-in with absolutely no
editorial comment of any kind. In fact, its presence was
not even noted in the index of plates.

I realized that the notes were rare in the originals and
also that the sheet I had was purely a reprint. I resolved
that if I ever saw the real thing that I would try to buy
them. I made inquiry among various dealers and was
told that they had either seen them or had them in the
past but that now they were not in stock.

In Europe two years ago a small dealer in Amsterdam
whom I knew from earlier trips greeted me with an
envelope of about 40 pieces of early New York fractional
scrip. Lo and behold, there in superb condition, un-
circulated, were the 4c, 6c, 9c, and 12 1/.c notes from my

Valentine reprint, plus a 2c note in not such good condi-
tion! They coincided perfectly with the reprint except
that they were all hand-signed by a man named Pintard,
and they were all on a heavy cardboard stock. Needless
to say, I bought them all and brought them home again
to the States.

A visit to the New York Historical Society quickly
taught me that Mr. Pintard was no ordinary citizen but
rather the founder of the Society. He was also the
Secretary to the Board of Aldermen at the time of the
issuance of the notes, hence his signature. The records
showed that the Board of Aldermen authorized lc, 4c, 6c,
9c, and 12 1Ac notes and later. 25c and 50c notes.

Despite these facts, there were several people who in-
sisted that the only original notes were those done on the
thin paper and that the heavy ones were the reprints.
One collector even felt that the ink signature was a
modern day forgery and that the notes were issued with
an engraved signature as shown in Valentine's. Some
said that they were issued with blank backs, others that
they had decorations on the back. In short, no one
seemed to really know what the truth was.

I felt that I had the answer in the reprint sheet from
Valentine's of which no one had ever heard. Then in
the hack files of The Numismatist, which I consulted
at the American Numismatic Society Library, additional
proof was secured which cleared up the matter.
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Valentine's Manual 1863 open and insert of notes unfolded. No 2c note is
shown. The insert was printed on very thin paper.

The September 1926 issue of The Numismatist contains
an unsigned article on Pages 476/7 in which the notes
themselves are fully described and the urgent reason for
their issuance explained. The 4c and 6c are reproduced
and described as being printed on "common bank note
paper," but the descriptions do not fully represent the
original notes. The entire article would not have gone
too far in clearing up the question of what had truly
occurred since the notes pictured were, by the article's
statement, printed on thin paper.

Fortunately, in the November 1926 issue of the same
magazine, on Page 631, the eminent Farran Zerbe wrote
to say that the notes as he knew them to be were "printed
on a single piece of heavy paper, brownish in color and
similar to that used for some Colonial and Continental
notes." He went on to say that a reprint was evidently
made at a later date and that the notes pictured in the
September article were cut from the reprint and pasted
together front and back.

With this second article the entire solution now be-
came evident. The first writer took the reprints to be
the originals and reported on them accordingly. Farran
Zerbe knew the originals to be on heavy paper and of
the existence of the reproductions, but quite obviously
did not know the source of the reprints. It remained
for someone with an interest in and knowledge of the
notes and the good fortune to find the 1863 Valentine's
with the plate intact to solve the puzzle. The matter
would have been cleared up long since had the Valentine
people put any identification on the plate. The lack of
identification made it easy for generations of sharpers
to remove the plate from the book and sell the mounted
notes as originals. I have looked at almost 25 copies of
the 1863 edition of Valentine's and have never seen the
plate even when the owner claimed the book to be com-
plete in every way, with all listed plates and illustrations.

The Valentine reproduction must have been litho-
graphic in nature, since the Pintard signature is re-

Reverses of 9c, 4c, 6c, and 121i c re-
spectively

Spine of Valentine's Manual
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produced exactly like the balance of the printing and
there are certain other small differences between the
originals and the reprints. These could have occurred
when the lithographic stone was cut. Also, the type set-
ting of the originals has made definite impressions in
the paper, whereas the reprints are flat and unimpressed.

Now that the story is complete there still remains one
unresolved question. That is, how do I happen to have
a 2c note in my collection, dated 1814, signed by
Pintard, since this valuation was never approved in the
original aldermen's authorization for the issuance of the
notes?

This denomination does not appear in the reprint from
Valentine's nor did it appear in auction last year. which
to the best of my knowledge was the only time in recent
years that these notes have even been offered. Perhaps
like Farran Zerbe 45 years ago, some well-informed nu-
mismatist will have the answer to clear up the last part
of the puzzle.

2c note not pictured in Valentine's or author-
ized by the Board of Aldermen; plain back

P. 0. W. Check

Check drawn at Stalag Luft I by American prisoner-of-war and subsequently cashed
in the U. S.

Robert Hoskins has submitted a photostat of a check
written on a plain sheet of paper in a prisoner-of-war
camp in Germany. One Thomas Keasby drew it to his
account on the National City Bank (Ch. 1461) but for-
got to include the "National" in the title. The check was
drawn in payment of a gambling debt owed a fellow

prisoner. Both men were released shortly thereafter
and upon their return to America they presented the
check for payment even though there was the error in
the title. This check is now in the personal collection
of war pictures owned by Edward Jablonski, author of
Flying Fortress, published by Doubleday & Co.

Destruction of Confederate Railroad Scrip
Charles J. Brockman, Jr. has submitted a clipping from

the May 17, 1971 issue of The Atlanta Journal picturing
an employee in the office of the Georgia State Treasurer
invalidating Western & Atlantic Railroad scrip. This
currency was discussed and illustrated by Everett K.

Cooper in PAPER MONEY No. 31, Page 85. Three large
boxes were found. Their contents were invalidated on
the advice of the Attorney General. However, representa-
tive specimens were turned over to the State Department
of Archives.
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